
 

 

 
 

Air Journey to Celebrate 6th “Around the World” Journey for Private Pilots 

Aviation tourism company Air Journey will soon have an impressive milestone to add to their 18 

years’ of expertise: the year 2016 will mark the company’s sixth escorted tour around the world. 

Participating pilots will be able to fly their own private planes and their guests on a 66-day, 

25,000-nm odyssey that includes visits to 24 different countries and islands.  

 

For an individual private pilot, such a trip would not only be overwhelming, but nearly 

impossible, considering all the logistics. But as company founder Thierry Pouille explains, part 

of Air Journey’s value to the private pilot is its ability to take care of these details. “We 

prearrange virtually everything - weather briefings, route planning charts, permits, customs, fuel 

stops, hotels, ground transportation, and more. Then we fly along, making sure that everything 

goes smoothly. 

 

Our goal is to offer expert knowledge so that these once-in-a-lifetime experiences become 

accessible to our clients,” Pouille says. This expert knowledge includes rearranging flight plans 

in the case of inclement weather, fuel scarcity, political unrest, or finding the resources to 

quickly fix mechanical problems.  

 

The past trips around the world have been intimate, never exceeding more than the maximum of 

six airplanes. For the upcoming trip, Air Journey is pleased to add the destinations of Venice, 

Italy and Bagan, Myanmar to the itinerary.  



 

 

 

Air Journey prides itself on providing unique, luxury accommodations and excursions at each 

locale. Memorable experiences for clients have included an elephant trek in Thailand, dining 

with a geisha in Kyoto, and touring the Taj Mahal. “It’s hard to explain the breadth of what 

clients experience,” says Air Journey director Anais Pouille. “One day you’re in the freezing, 

snowy expanses of the Arctic, the next day you’re in the bone-dry deserts of Dubai, and the next 

day you’re in the lush jungles of Thailand.  

There’s a sense of constant motion and immersion, and you gain a panoramic view of the 

world’s incredible diversity - in landscapes, in cultures, and in language - that could not be 

gained in any other way.”  

 

The journey will take place from May 18 to July 22, 2016. For more information visit 

www.airjourney.com or call (561) 841-1551.  

 

Air Journey strives to expand pilots’ imaginations of where their airplanes can take them, paving 

the way to some of the most remote regions on earth. When it comes to discovering the world, 

the possibilities are endless. For more than 18 years, Air Journey has been the world's leader in 

escorted flying Journeys, delivering exhilarating flying experiences to the world's greatest 

destinations in over 100 countries. 

http://www.airjourney.com/

